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• Athletics

• Congress

Baldacci visits UMaine's Palombo considers
offer
an
Californi
endangered programs
From Staff and Wire reports

By M.Jon Rinaldi

UMaine women's basketball
head coach Joanne Palombo-McCallie, has been offered the head
coaching job at Long Beach State.
Palombo was one of at least
five candidates interviewed for the
job by Athletic Director Dave

Staff Writer
United States Rep.John Baldarri
(D-Maine) visited the University of
MaineFriday toobtaininformation on
programs that are currently under the
knifeasthefederalgovernmentsearches for ways to pare down the budget.
Baldarci visited the Sawyer Environmental Research Center, The
New England Plant Soil Water Lab
and the Student Aid Office. Baldacci
also met with students who receive
financial aid and could be adversely
affected by the cuts facing Congress.
Baldacci said he would take the
information back to Congress with
him and fightto keep these programs,
which rely on federal funding in the
form of grants.
Baldacci first visited with Steve
Kahl,laboratory managerand associate scientist at the Sawyer Environmental Research Center(SERC).
Baldacci said the visit fulfilled a
request Kahl had made when he visited Baldacci in Washington D.C.
earlier this year.
The center is made up of the Environmental Chemistry Lab, which
began doing major acid rain research
since 1986,and the Water Resource
department, which conducts the Penobscot Riverkeepers program.
Since 1986, the ECL has received
$6 million in federal grantsforresearch
in acid rain,groundwaterstudies,atmospheric pollution and other areas. The
lab needsreauthorizationfrom the government to continue its work.
The WaterResourcesdepartment
does research concerning the pesticide Velparin blueberries and arsenic
in well water.
Much ofthe ECLfunding is what
Kahl calls "soft money."
"The university doesn't give us
money.We makeour money through
grants, and if we don't get them, we
won't be here," he said.
Next,Baldacci visited with Associate Director ofStudent Aid Gianna
Marrs and seven UMaine students to
discuss concerns about cuts in financial aid and what it means to them.
"I wanted to see from the student's point of view. They had very
compelling stories," Baldacci said.
Marrs said, "Rep. Baldacci and
his staff seemed very interested in
See BALDACCI on page 16

See PALOMBO on page 15

• ums
Ex-chancellor Orenduff
accepts New Mexico job
State University. A 14-member
search committee reviewed 181
J. Michael Orenduff, who re- applications for the post. Four fisigned April 2 as chancellor ofthe nalists were interviewed this week
University of Maine System, was on campus. Orenduff was chosen
chosen Thursday as the 19th pres- Thursday.
"I think he's a visionary; he's
ident of New Mexico State University, succeeding James Halli- proven he's a visionary and is willing to make tough decisions," Regan.
Orenduff, 51, will be paid gent Larry Sheffield said.
Orenduff resigned as chancel$150,000 a year for three years,
the Board of Regents announced. lor of the seven-campus UniversiHalligan resigned in August to
See ORENDUFF on page 14
take over the helm at Oklahoma

From Staff and Wire reports

U.S.Rep.John Baldacci chats with a reporteron Friday.(Lane Photo.

• Orono

Town's growth shuts down laundromat
By Michelle M. Curtain
Staff Writer
For the past ten years Pam DOff
has owned the Orono Wash & Dry
laundromat, but she is shutting
down the business in less than a
week.
Her problems began this past
summer with construction on Mill
Street in Orono where the laundromat is located. The street and sidewalks were torn up and repaired,
and underground cables were
worked on. From June to September, no cars could drive on the
street.
"My business fell completely
apart," DOff said.
Since the laundromat does not
have its own parking lot or even a
back entrance, people stopped doing their laundry there. The loration had become inconvenient due
to the construction. DOff said she
lost customers.
"They got in the habit of going

• Local
This week's Q&A
ponders the Palombo
predicament.
page 5

PAGE 2

O'Brien and the sports information staffat the California university.
An article in Saturday's Los
Angeles Times reported that the
school is prepared to offer Palombo a starting salary of $110,000 if
she accepts the post. She is expect-

$11,000 from the previous year.
somewhere else. They never came fix them," she said.
"In February, I said this is it. I
Nor does she have the money
back," she said.
Other buisinesses on Mill Street to fix them.When she did her taxes was working since December with
this year, she found she had lost
were not as affected.
See LAUNDRY on page 5
"It really didn't make a difference 'cause we had a back entrance," said Pat's Pizza employee
Carol Thompson.
The Store/Ampersand was
slightly affected.
"It was hard for some customers, especially the elderly," said
owner Karim Olsson. "I will always appreciate the customers
good sense of humor who stepped
over rocks to come in."
DOff said it was the torn up road
and sidewalks that deterred people
who had to carry bags of laundry.
Concurrent with the lack of
customers were the breakdown of
washers and dryers. At present,
DOff said ten out of22 washers are
working,-and seven out of 12 dyers
are working.
"The machines are breaking A landmark of local laundry service will soon close its doors.
down, and I can't get the parts to (Lane Photo.)

• Editorial
Katy Brennan questions
the university's rape
policy.
page 9

• Arts
Tune in for the inside
scoop on the Bumstock
bands.
page 7

• Sports
Black Bear baseball shoots
down Hawks on home
field.
page 13
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Bri0
• Bust

• Cartel kingpin eludes capture
• Cosmonauts released from medical isolation
• 200 baby seals killed in Arctic Circle
• Space

Drug raid falls to nab Cartel kingpins Cosmonauts emerge from isolation
CALI,Colombia(AP)—Dozensofsoldiers,theirfacesstreaked with green camouflage
paint,search through the day's catch —aload ofcommunications equipment hidden inside
a huge warehouse owned by the Cali cocaine cartel.
It is the year's biggest find, but the raid nets only equipment, no drug traffickers.
More than 500 Colombian soldiers and police are permanently assigned to capture the Cali
cartel kingpins.Butthe elite Bloque de Busqueda—"Search Squad"in English — has notarrested
a single cartel leader since moving its headquarters to the balmy city of Cali in January 1994.
Still, the Bloque has made life more difficult for the cartel leaders — brothers Gilberto and
Miguel Rodriguez Orejuela,Jose Santacruz London()and Francisco Herrera— whojusta year ago
could move about Cali without fear.
"We are on the brink ofstampeding over the cartel leaders. The circle is closing around them
and now all that's left to do is capture them," said Miguel Munoz,Call's prosecutor general.
But squad commanders squad suspect the cartel — which has infiltrated top levels of
Colombia's government — has spies among the Bloque's ranks.
"We feel there is an informant within the Bloque.Many times when we show up somewhere there
aresignsthecartelleadershavejustleft,"said aBloqueleader,wholikeother membersinterviewedspoke
on condition ofanonymity for his own safety and because he was not authorized to speak to reporters.

1

STAR CITY, Russia (AP) — With new haircuts and buoyant smiles, the
cosmonauts who returned from the Mir space station three weeks ago emerged from
medical isolation Tuesday to the cheers of adoring crowds.
Valery Polyakov, who set an endurance record of439 days in space, was free to hug and
kiss friends and colleagues.
Yelena Kondakova,a flight engineer whose 170 days in space set an endurance record
for women,shook hands with dozens ofadmirers before pausing to notice the morning sun.
"It smells like spring," she said before taking a walk through Star City, the cosmonaut
training base on the outskirts of Moscow.
Nearly 1,000 space agency employees, military officers and children came out to greet
the cosmonauts.
Polyakov, Kondakova and commander Alexander Viktorenko returned to Earth on
March 22, and were whisked off for two weeks of medical tests and reconditioning.
They left behind a new three-person crew on the Mir, including American astronaut
Norman Thagard, who aims to break the U.S. record of 84 consecutive days in space.
The three cosmonauts were led around the center of Star City by a 20-piece military
marching band.

2

• Halt

Norwegian seal pup
hunt ordered to stop
OSLO, Norway(AP) — A Russian official
ordered a Norwegian ship to stop killing seal
pups because Moscow was not told about the
hunt, a shipowner said Tuesday.
The crew of the ship Harmoni had killed 200
baby seals in arctic waters north of Russia when a
Russian fisheries inspector ordered them to stop,
ship owner Sigfred Figenschou said. He spoke in an
interview with NRK,the Norwegian state radio network.
Bernt Ellingsen of the Norwegian fisheries ministry would not comment on the claim that Norway
failed to inform Russia of the hunt.
Last month, Norway allowed hunters to resume
killing seal pups, setting a quota of 2,600 pups,
including 750 north of Russia.
Norway stopped the hunt in 1989 after photographs of white seal pups being beaten to death
sparked protests. It continued hunting adult
seals.
The government said that this year, it was allowing hunters to shoot slightly older pups as part of a
research project. The pelts will be sold.

3

• Court

Former porn star wms
custody battle for child
ROME (AP) — A judge ended a bitter court
fight between former porn star Ilona Staller and
her ex-husband,American pop artist Jeffrey Koons,
by awarding Staller custody of the couple's 2-year-old
son.
Judge Paolo Giuliani said Koons could visit the boy,
Ludwig Maximilian, any time as long as the visit takes
place in Rome and in the presence of Staller or someone
she appoints.
Giuliani also ordered Koons to pay $2,900 a month in
child support.
"I'm super happy," said Staller, a former Parliament
member better known by her stage name, Cicciolina.
Koons had asked the Italian court to enforce a New
York judge's ruling in December that Staller turn over
their son. Koons still has legal rights over the child in the
United States.
After Tuesday's decision, Staller said she would not
allow Ludwig to travel until he can decide for himself
which parent he wants to live with, said Staller, who
served in Italy's parliament from 1987 to 1991.
Koons, 40, and Staller, 43, were married in 1991 in
Hungary,Staller's birthplace.They met when Koons hired
her to pose with him in sexually explicit photos, paintings
and sculptures that were widely exhibited in galleries.

4

Weather

Caribou
•
40oF

The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Partly sunny with highs
in the 50s.

Tuesday's Outlook
Mostly sunny with highs
in the mid 50s.

Extended Forecast
Wednesday.. chance of
rain, highs in the 40s. Thursday... chance of rain, highs
in the 40s. Friday...fair with
highs in the 40s.

25 days until
summer break!
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• Volunteering

Greeks participate in
weekend cleanup
By Tony Hallett
Staff Writer
Spring cleaning fever does not usually
strike on April days like this Saturday. The
sky was overcast, and perpetually threatened snow.A more than chilly breeze turned
bare hands blue moments after exposure.
However, the fever did hit a group of
people in the Orono area. An estimated 150
UMaine students representing 12 fraternities
and sororities on campus took part in Community Service Day. Participants took time between 11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. to do yard and
house work in senior citizens homes,as well as
clean areas around Asa Adams Grade School,
Orono High School and Webster Park.
"It was a tremendous success for the
students involved," organizer Deb McKechnie said.
The service day, which has been several
months on the planning board, was put together by Volunteers In Community Efforts, upon request by Greeks on Campus.
"We're promoting the positive image of
Greeks on campus," Amie Jamieson said.
Jamieson,a member of sorority Pi Beta Phi,
joined 15 other sisters to clean and rake
Webster Park in Orono.
"We are giving back to the community,"
Wendy Spaulding said.
"It's what our sorority is all about," Vinnie Daigle,another member,said."We have
done quite a few (community service

projects) this year, but you can never do
enough."
Other projects Pi Beta Phi has taken part
in are sleep-outs, Adopt-a-school, sending
Christmas and Valentine's cards to children
at Eastern Maine Medical Center and a Hot
Tub-a-thon, which raised $12,000.
"We have a lot of fun," Daigle said.
"They were wonderful workers," Imogene Brightman,a senior resident of Orono,
said. Four students took time to do yard
work at her home, raking leaves, cleaning
windows and picking up branches.
"I think(the community service day)is a
wonderful idea.It gives students a chance to
meet with people in town," Brightman said,
adding that it gave people the opportunity to
see UMaine students as individuals rather
than an institution.
"They were a nice group of guys. They
were willing, amiable and congenial,"
Brightman said.
"We hope it becomes a tradition," Bill
Lucy, associate dean of Student Activities
and Services and VOICE advisor, said. He
added that there was talk of a similiar day
being held in the fall term.
Lucy told of how Notre Dame has a
similiar day, in which hundreds of students
take time to paint houses, clean walls and
other large projects.
"We could be heading in a direction like
this," Lucy said. "It will be pretty nice two
years from now."

Pi Beta Phi sister Reilly Millett helps clean up Webster Park in Orono.(Page Photo.)

• Air quality

Allergies inspire odor-free floor
By Sheryl Mayuski
Special to The Campus
A group of women on the second floor of
Chadbourne Hall have created a fragrance free
floor to deal with their allergies to perfumes and
colognes.
"Sometimes it feels like you are not being
respected in your right to breathe," said Paula
Burnett, assistant director of Talent Search.
Burnett and two other women,Donna Jenkins, secretary for Talent Search and McNair
Scholars and Alison Gooding, coordinator for
McNair Scholars, have been having problems
with indoor air quality, when it comes to fragrances.

The allergy to perfume causes them to have
problems breathing and could possibly cause
them to have an asthma attack.
"What happens for me physically is, I am
asthmatic,"said Gooding,"I physically cannot
breathe."
"You could literally die from an attack,"
said Jenkins."People don't realize what it can
do."
The three have posted signs in the elevator
and stairwells,and outside oftheir office doors
asking people not to wear perfume on the
second floor.
The signs state: "People working on the
second floor are severely allergic to fragrances.
See AIR on page 5

So now that we've got your
attention, The Maine Campus is

The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat

ightLKelight
371 Stillwater Ave., Old Town
827-7996
10% Discount Available for UM Students with Valid ID
Sun, Mon & Tues.

FREE
Pork fried rice
with order of
Pu Pu Platter for 2.

We do it three
times a week.

currently accepting applications for
advertising sales,receptionist and production
for the 1995-1996 academic year. Anyone who is
interested in getting lots of experience, making money or

with order of$25.00
or more for Dining in
or Take- out

EXPIRES MAY 1, 1995

EXPIRES MAY 1, 1995

NOT TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION
WITH ANY OTHER SPECIALS.

NOT TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION
WITH ANY OTHER SPECIALS.

just having fun should drop by The Maine Campus,at 107 Lord Hall,
or call Robin at 1-1273 for more information. Application deadline, April 21.
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• Downsizing

Peace Studies strives to stay off cut list
By James Wright
Special to The Campus
As the University of Maine contemplates
budget considerations, the departments in
question strive to save their programs.
The Peace Studies Program, which aims
to provide a sense of personal responsibility
and reflect on the nature and origins of conflict in society, is one of those programs
subject to elimination due to downsizing.
The Peace Studies Program held a recognition/ appreciation celebration in the Totman Lounge in the Memorial Union on Friday. Kathryn Gaianguest, director of Peace
Studies for the past two years and a professor
in Sociology, expressed her thanks and appreciation to those in attendance whose efforts have made the program a success.
"Peace is a universal, global word yet our
own definitions of peace are very personal,"
said Gaianguest."We wish to show all what
the program has and can accomplish. The
two year review period we have reached has
brought a groundswell of support."
The program, which has been given a
favorable vote for continuance,is striving for
asustainability criteriaincluding active teaching,student,faculty and staffsupport,and an
interdisciplinary curriculum with other departments. The fate of the program will be
decided by the steering committee in May.
UMaine President Fredrick E. Hutchinson,whom Gaianguestthanked for his efforts
in keeping the program alive, was among
those in attendance. Hutchinson could not be
reached for comment.

Staff, faculty, students and community supporters of Peace Studies program gather for an open house on Friday in the
Union. (Lachowski Photo.)
The celebration's agenda included a painting display and presentation by Shel Eames,
a senior applied sociology major. Her painting read "Celebrate Earth, Life, Diversity,
Tolerance."
"People working for peace have a certain
tolerance,which leads to acceptance and love
and care," she said.

Eames' project was one of eight undergraduate and graduate Conflict Resolution
projects outlined at the reception.
. The Peace Studies Program will be offer-

ing more courses for the Fall 1995 semester,
including PAX 201: Introduction to Peace
See PEACE on page 16

Ouch!

We're accounting on you
to fill a taxing position.
The Maine Campus Business Department is looking for a
motivated individual to fill the position of assistant
business manager for the 95-96 school year. After you
complete your year as assistant business manager, you
will be asked to take over the business manager's
position, making you (alongside the editor-in-chief) the
head cheese at The Maine Campus. Of course, this job
will be a trump card on your resume.

Resumes and applications due
by Monday, April 17, 1995.
Applicant must:
•have two years remaining at the University of Maine
• have had two semesters of accounting
• be a business major
• be willing to commit 15-20 hours per week

Work-study accepted but not required.
You'll be held accountable for:
•billing customers
•subscription management
•accounts receivable

Call Anna at 581-1272
The Maine Campus
Business Department

Grave Digger careens over cars at a monster truck show Friday night at the
Bangor Auditorium. (Page Photo.)

SILVER'S AUTO PARTS, INC.
RTE. 2 BANGOR-ORONO RD.
Mailing Address - 485 Maint St. Orono

M-F 7:30-5
Sat. 7:30-2

FOREIGN ANC)IDOMIESTIO

866-2124

Stillwater Village Apartments
Now renting for the fall semester
1-2-3 bedroom apartments starting at
$410 for 1 bedroom, $560 for 2 bedroom apartments $710 for 3 bedroom apartments
Heat and hot water included 3 lease options available to students,
All apartments have stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, garbage disposal and terrace.
Call 866-2658.
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from page 3

Air
All three thought that educating the univerPlease do not wear any scented products on this
sity community was one of the major keys to
floor. Thank you."
Since the signs have been posted in Novem- help their problem.
"Make them aware,and maybe they would
ber,two signs have been stolen from the elevator, one stolen from the central stairwell, one be more sensitive," said Jenkins.
stolen from the north stairwell and two Plexiglas covers have been ripped off and broken.
"Oneofthe things thatIam surprised by and
disheartened by,is we have been the victims of
vandalism," said Gooding. "The signs aren't
designed to offend anybody."
The women have had an incident where a
group of students kept walking around their
Cindy Blodgett,
floor. All ofthem were wearing heavy cologne.
Freshman
"It is very difficult to say it was deliberate,
I'm concerned about
but it certainly had all the hallmarks of being
the chances of her
deliberate," Gooding said.
leaving, but it goes
deeper than people
from page 1
think. I think it's
more about budgets.
no paycheck," she said.
It would be ill-adAll the money the laundromat got went
vised for the university to let her go,they
towards bills that had accumulated since she
should do what they can to keep her.
could not pay them off due to last summer's
loss in business.
James LeBlond,
"I do my laundry here every week," said
Sophomore
customer and UMaine student Mike Noble.
We should renegoti"It's an inconvienence, but I can do it."
ate a two year five
Noble, like other Orono residents, will
million dollar conbe using the laundromat at the Thriftway a
tract.She'd be missed
couple of miles away.
big time.
On the door ofthe Orono Wash & Dry is
a "For Sale" sign and a handwritten notice
that the business will close April 21.
"I'm going to retire and stay home and
Does Your Head Good,
work on my vegetable garden," she said.
Doff has been working at the laundromat
for the past decade taking time off only on
American Heart
holidays.
Association V
"I think I need a vacation, don't you?"
she said.

Cf&A

Some of the ideas for ways to educate
people were posters, brochures, articles in
the Maine Perspective, a logo contest, forums to reach students and staff, notices on
the computerized Bulletin Board System on

ofthe week about the possibility of

Laundry

EltSE

the computer and articles in the employee
newsletter.
"This is a diverse campus, and we have
diverse needs,wejustask people to be sensitive
for our needs to breathe," said Gooding.

What do you think
coach Palombo leaving?
Bill Freeman,
Junior
I think it's a shame to
let such a great coach
leave. She brought so
much to the women's
athletics. The university needs to invest
more money in female
sports and athletics.

Dave Gagne,
Junior
I think it would be tragic. She's a cool coach,
and she's done a lot
for the program. She
packs the house, and
she's better looking
than Rudy.

Justin Wormell,
Sophomore
It sucks. She's done
a lot for program.
She's made the
girl's basketball
program what it is.

Beth Young,
Graduate
I don't even care.I'm
not interested in
sports.

ti

416
AMERICAN
M4RKETING
ASOCIATION

presents:

The Business Bowl'95
"The Meeting of the Minds"

Come watch tomorrow's
brightest business leaders test
their intellect for prestige, fun
and prizes!!

Wednesday, April 19
6:00 pm
Donald P. Corbett, Room 100

Congratulations, 9raduatel
(The 9eneral Alumni Association of the University
of Maine knows you'll want to show
pride in your accomplishment.
'Display your diploma prominently in this
beautiful polished gold frame with a
distinctive blue matting featuring an
elegant gold foil stamping of the
University of Maine seal.
(Thisframe has a quick load design with no
wire, screws or assembly of any kind.
Your diploma can beframed in a matter
ofseconds the day you receive it!
Our incredible price ofjust $20 is less
than half of what you could expect to pay
for custom framing!
(Proceeds from the sales will benefit our
student scholarship programs.
Stop by Crossland Alumni Center
(acrossfrom the Alfond Arena)
.to purchase yourframe —
or look for the Alumni table at graduation!
It makes a great gift, too!

Network with Tomorrow's Business Leaders
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&Entertainment
A &E Win
Monday, April 17
*Roll it Again Cinema: "Pump Up
the Volume,"6:30p.m.,Totman Lounge.
Tuesday, April 18
*Roll it Again Cinema: "Pump Up
the Volume," 3:15 and 6:30 p.m., Totman Lounge.
*Chamber music recital, 7 p.m., 120
Lord Hall.
*"Japanese Stencils and Woodblock
Prints," exhibit opens in the Memorial
Union.The exhibit will run through May
26.
*"China: Exploring the Interior, 19031904,"exhibit ofphotographsofrural Chinese culture opensin the Hudson Museum.
*"Bound for Whampoa: Art and Artifacts ofthe Orient,"exhibit opens in the
Hudson Museum.
*"Scroll Paintings of Xiong ZhiChun," exhibit opens in the Hudson
Museum.
Wednesday, April 19
*Poetry Free Zone: "Earthly Delights," noon, Thomson Honors Center.
*Canticle to the Cosmos Video Series: "The Human Story," noon,Totman
Lounge.
Thursday, April 20

• Comedy Café

Comedy Cafe loud evening offun
By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
Following the less-than-successful attempt to draw crowds to Wells Commons
for the Comedy Cafe series, the Union
Board welcomed its usual Friday-night
audience back to the Damn Yankee. That
evening, the capacity crowd was treated
to the comedic talents of Bob Marley and
Chris McGuire.
The opening act was given over to
Bob Marley. He began his routine by
expressing his non-too-subtle opinions
on being up in Maine. "I think you guys
should have a hawk for a mascot" he told
the crowd."You need to be a hawk just to
find this fuckin' place."
His commentary on the community
of Presque Isle was even more venomous. "Bunch of inbred, potato-breeding hillbillies up there," he intoned. "I
didn't see a single tooth the whole
time."
On the other hand, Marley's observations concerning L.L.Bean were a bit

Friday, April 21
*Maine Masque play: "Dancing at
Lughnasa," 8 p.m., Hauck Auditorium.
Admission fee.
*Live music, 9 p.m., Ram's Horn.
Admission fee.
*Comedy Cafe Series with Patrice
O'Neal and Gerroll Bennett,9p.m.,Damn
Yankee. Admission fee.

He poked some more fun at his selfinduced baldness. "Ever since I shaved
my head, everybody's wanted to touch
it. Had I known this would happen, I
would have shaved some other part of
my body."
McGuire also tried to give the audience a message about safe sex."If you're
gonna have sex," he cautioned, "do it
with a person 'cause the animal-rights
people are getting out of control."
Before calling it quits for the evening,
he grabbed his guitar and sang a hilarious
song about a doomed love affair between
a college freshman and a campus cop.
When it was finished, he accepted his
round of applause, left the stage and that
was that.
This was a pretty good show for a
college crowd. If was especially good
for anyone who liked theif comedy loud.
Both Marley and McGuire did so much
shouting into the microphone that whoever sat nearest the speakers was probably struck stone deaf. Ah, well. Whatever works.

• Music

Guitar competition music to the ears
By Monique Gibouleau
Staff Writer

*UM Jazz Ensemble Concert,7 p.m.,
Maine Center for the Arts.
*Live music with Lippy Kid, 8:30
p.m., Ram's Horn.
*"18th Century Engravings by William Hogarth," exhibit opens in the Memorial Union. The exhibit will run
through June 16.

closer to the mark. "Factory outlet, my
ass," he remarked."You ask me, that's a
foreign term meaning 'more expensive
than the regular shit'."
He finished with a story in keeping
with the upcoming holiday. "I still get an
Easter basket," he told the crowd. "Last
year, I got toothpaste, deodorant, floss,
etc. What...did I get a visit from the Hygiene Bunny?"
The headliner for the evening was
Chris McGuire. A comedian who has
toured with SNL regulars Adam Sandler
and David Spade, McGuire walked onto
the stage sporting a head as bald as an
egg. In fact, his firstjoke poked fun at his
own baldness.
"I'm glad to be here," he began. "I
lost my other job. They took away my
tambourine and kicked me out of the
airport."
An admitted Espresso drinker, he
voiced loud disdain for decaffeinated coffee."Offering decafto an Espresso drinker," he declared,"is like offering a heroin
addict a Flintstones vitamin."

Study in d Major by Fernando Sor was
played five separate times, by five separate
people,yetevery time it was played,it sounded
as though it could have been a different piece
entirely.Every time it was played,itsounded as
though it was being played by someone whose
concert tickets could have been expensive.
Every time it was played, it was played as the
required piecefor the college division ofthe7th
AnnualClassical GuitarCompetitionfor Maine
high school and college students.
A scanty crowd littered the seats of 120
Lord Hall Saturday afternoon for the competition. The small crowd was a definite disservice
to the contestants, who played their pieces with
a fantastically professional edge.

Sponsored by the Downeast Society for
Classical Guitar and the University of Maine
Music Department, the concert competition
consisted of only seven contestants, each and
every one an extremely talented and adept musician.
The afternoon's contest began with three
high school students vying for afull scholarship
tothe National GuitarSummerWorkshop Classical Guitar Seminar. The winner of the high
school performances was Nathan Tefft, who
played the required piece,"Study No.5"by Leo
Brouwer,as well as his selected work,`Theme
and Variations"by Frenando Sor.Tefft,ajunior
from Brunswick High School, placed second
last yearand wasobviously pleased with hisfirst
place this year.
Runners up Danielle Dufresne and Bill
Fletcher performed "Prelude No.4" by Heitor

Villa-Lobos and "A Waltz", by Ferdinand
Carulli, respectively.
The college competition was the second
portion ofthe affair and was quite astounding to
listen to. First up was Thomas C. Dancoes,
playing"Mazurka,"atraditional piece arranged
by Daniel Fortea.The sound of his solo was to
be appreciated, pulling notes like barely ripe
fruitfrom his guitarto conjure visions ofnarrow
cobbled streets filled with wandering couples.
Ted Davis brought to life Heitor VillaLobos's "Prelude No.5," which had a slightly
melancholy that went from sad to cheerful to
placid to a sound as close to falling in love as a
guitar could make.
Then came Ryan Nalette playing "Waltz
No. 4" by Agustine Mangore Barrios. The
See GUITAR on page 7

• Symphony in concert

Saturday, April 22
*Family Movie: "Milo and Otis," 1
p.m., Corbett Business Building.
*Maine Masque play: "Dancing at
Lughnasa," 8 p.m., Hauck Auditorium.
Admission fee.
*Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte
Carlo performance at8 p.m.,Maine Center for the Arts. Admission fee.
*Live music, 9 p.m., Ram's Horn.
Admission fee.
*Collegium Musicum Concert at
Colby College,8 p.m., Lorimer Chapel,
Colby campus.
Sunday, April 23
*Maine Masque play: "Dancing at
Lughnasa," 2 p.m., Hauck Auditorium.
Admission fee.
*Oratorio Society, University Singers and Orchestra, 3 p.m., Maine Center
for the Arts.

The

University symphony performs at the Maine Center for the Arts Thursday night. (Lachowski Photo.)
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• Stay tuned

Guitar

Tentative Bumstock schedule set

waltz was highlighted by Nalette's flying fingers tripping overthe stringscreating alightand
beautiful sound.
Fourth was Lori Arsenault playing "Baroque Suite" Gaspar Sanz. The five-part piece
was played with such greatemotion that is was
hard to guess where the guitarist ended and the
guitar began.Played as though it was an extension ofherself,the song sent shivers and smiles
through its duration. Easy to get lost in, the
finale ofthe work wascelebratory in its feeling,
and very beautiful.
The final contestant was Daniel Murdoch,the only guitarist representing the University ofMaine.Choosing J.S. Bach's"Prelude for 1st Cello Suite," as his own, after a
beautifully played required piece, it was evident that there was enormous skill in those
fingers.
After deliberations, the judges announced
the winnerofthe$500cash award in the college
competition to be Lori Arsenault, who met the
news with a wide smile. Arsenault,a student at
the University of Southern Maine, has only
recently returned to the study ofclassical guitar
after 20 years of folk singing. Arsenault has
been happy to return to learning classical guitar
once again. Her stunning performance proved
that she has been learning very well.
April 17 & 18

By Justin Butts
Staff Writer
For those of you who haven't noticed
yet, O.C.B. has had a table set up on the
second floor of the union selling raffle
tickets, T-shirts and looking for volunteers for Bumstock weekend.Please show
your support and buy a ticket,or sign up to
help.
On the days that I've been holding
down the fort,I've been asked when we're
going to know who the Bumstock bands
will be. Since not all the contracts have
been signed yet, we haven't been able to
say for sure, but I have managed to get a
hold of a tentative list. So this is how it
should look, butjust keep in mind that it's
still subject to change.
Friday night will almost definitely finish
up with the psychedelic surf-rock of California's Mermen. In fact, O.C.B. President
Deb Bleese says they're already on their
way here. It also looks like Percy Hill will
play Friday night, along with local bands
Lippy Kid, In Your Face and Cana' Joe.

Saturday bands include Car, Memphis Mafia and Inca Son. A whole host of
local bands such as Good Guy Blasters,
who have recently finished a recording
project, Locking Season, who will play
Heavy's in Old Town this Friday and, of
course, the celebrated house band will
play Saturday.
As for this week at the Ram's Horn,
you can check out Lippy Kid on Thursday
night,and there will be a rave on Saturday.
The Saturday night raves have been pretty
successful so far, so check it out. But the
big news for the Horn is the big Mercy/
Tripe show on Friday. This will be a big
one, two very popular Portland hard rock
bands. Get psyched!
As for past news, the AIDS benefit at
the residence of Jerusha Murray ran into
some unfortunate problems.
The original plan of having kegs and a
cash bar fell through just a couple days
before the event, due to legal miscommunications. Then the weather turned out to
be rather cold and wet. Then there were
sound and power problems. And then, to

finish it all off, the Orono Police crashed
the party about 45 minutes into the Bumstock House Band's set.
The police came after a noise complaint was made around nine o'clock.
Deidre Heaton was at the microphone,
and remarked,"Well,I guess I'm done."
The police shut the event down,forcefully evicted attenders, an arrest was made
for marijuana possession. Murray herself
received a summons for disorderly conduct.
Despite all these problems, people did
have a good time over the course of the
day. Bands like Cana Joe and Locking
Season got to play some decent-length
sets, and the atmosphere had a mini-Bumstock air to it. After expenses, about a
hundred dollars were raised to help get
AIDS testing on campus.
So, what can I say. Things don't always go as you plan. But don't worry, we
got some great stuff coming up in the next
few weeks. Until next time, this is Justin
Butts, signing off. Thanks for reading,
and stay tuned.

UCH_ IT
AGAIN
CINEMA

?Congratulations

Mondays — 6:30pm
Tuesdays — 3:15 & 6:30pm

Cfrom hristine
The Maine Campus

from page 6

Best wishes and all our blessing$*

Attention
On Campus

Off Campus

V Get housing application from
103 Hilltop Commons. Fill
hit out and return it.

V Find an apartment in your price range

'V Find roommates
V Pay a security deposit
•Sign a 12-month lease
V Arrange & pay for utility hook-ups
•Arrange & pay for telephone hook-up
V Arrange & pay for cable TV hook-up
V Collect monthly rent & utility
payments from roommates
✓ Drive to class

As you can see, living on campus is easier!
Add up the time & money you spend living off campus, you may find that
living on campus is more affordable.

For an on-campus info & application, contact:
Karon at Campus Living, 103 Hilltop Commons. tel: 581-4584

Club
Treasurers
Deadline for Check Requests
Friday, April 28
3:30 pm
All groups that have balances remaining in their
1994-95 Student Government budgets must
come in if they have receipts for expenses in
approved categories and a check request can
be completed for reimbursement.
The checks will be ready to be picked up during
the week of May 1-5. If you require a check on a
specific date or have receipts coming in late,
please make us aware of your situation.
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Editorial Pite
On the Road
Yesterday's New York Times ran a
lovely little piece about J.C. Herz, the
23-year-old author of Surfing on the
Internet: A Nethead's Adventures.
That the most well-respected daily
newspaper in the nation should decide
to bestow the honor of nearly 15 inches
of text and a photo, upon surfers of the
Net is not surprising considering the
extent to which the nation has been
consumed by the Net.
What is disturbihg about the article
is the tone of the reviews lavished upon
Herz. In comparing her book — I shudder to use the term book for narrative
dealing with the adventures (her word)
of a bunch of dorks sitting in front of a
computer screen, securely tucked away
from the world — to the literary largess
of Hunter S. Thompson and Jack Kerouac, critics have made their ignorance
blatantly clear.
For her work Ms. Herz never interviewed anyone in the flesh, never
glimpsed a real person, never left her
goddamn house. Holed up in Miami
Beach apartment, pale and sickly, she
composed her lovely narrative of what
she saw scroll by on her MacIntosh
Powerbook.
To compare the adventures of a subculture sustained on Twinkies and luminescence with one most noted for
galloping back and forth across the

country sustained on drugs, sex and fast
rides is foolish. Whatever your opinion
of such a lifestyle, the fact remains that
they had a lifestyle. They lived, they
embraced what life offered, what life
dumped in their way, what they ran
into. They were out in the world, not
looking at it from behind a small glowing screen.
Whatever happened to going outside,
talking to someone face-to-face, living
things, experiencing things, being
things. Regardless of the literary qualities of Kerouac and Thompson, it is
impossible to say they were not at the
very least great revelries of experience.
Their crazy paths though life, and subsequently through their books, is what
life is made of. Life, even at its most
banal biological level is not a posh existence, randomly sampling things from
afar.
Perhaps most distressing in this
blasphemous comparison is that of the
Nethead sub-culture prevails upon society and travels the path, travelled
50 years earlier by the Beats, than
shortly much of society (dare we even
label it society, for generally live interaction of people is a prerequisite
for such a term) will be locked away
blankly starring into small boxes. Not
unlike the world prophesied by Orwell or Huxluy.(M.L. Lane)
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• Another View

Violence against women?
By Peter Cook

Violence against women. The very phrase
brings up images of women of all ages being
viciously abused by their boyfriends or husbands. It is a terrible problem in our country,
and one that does need addressing by the justice
system and special interest groups.
At a recent rally in Washington, sponsored
by the National Organization for Women,thousands of people turned out to protest this problem.
It was an amazing display of solidarity between NOW and over 700 special interest
groups, all working towards a common purThe general view aboutGov.Angus King is through taking maximum advantage of pose, the end of this national problem of
vioafter his first 100days in office states that he's Student Government's access to the univer- lence against women. But wait....
been a success with his image,but not so hot sity's computerized bulletin board system,
How is violence against women defined?
with policy. On a more local level, another uploading every bill and petition on the gov- What is considered violent
behavior? Herein
government leader has been quite busy work- ernment's docket and every bit of minutae lies a problem. The term has
been "expanded"
ing on the image ofan entire organization.
from General Student Senate's meetings.
to include not only actual physical rape and
Student Government President Ben
Although the average UMainer may battery, but also political assaults on welfare
Meiklejotm has, in the couple of months not have much interest in scanning weekly spending, abortion rights and affirmative
acsince he and veep Chris Bragdon earned GSS minutes,the fact that we have a pres- tion.
their gavels, worked extraordinarily hard ident who cares enough to spend his time
Elanor Smeal, president of The Feminist
on moving his tide and the rest of the putting them all in there for anyone's refer- Majority, said "Be it personal terror or political
governmentfrom an obscure collection of ence says a lot about him.
terror, it hasjust one purpose — control. We are
student offices into a well-known organiMeiklejohn's overall success or failure the majority. Our rights will only be taken away
zation.
at actual policy institution or change can- if we allow the terrorists to reign."
Meiklejohn showed immediate concern not be determined this early in the current
The feminist movement was referring in this
over the government's low-key image and administration, but he has so far managed case to House Speaker Newt Gingrich and the
swore to thwart "the apathy that plagues to demonstrate ways for Student Govern- Republicans who now control both houses of
UTVIaine" in his inaugural speech.
ment to become closer to its constituents. Congress.
One way he's working to accomplish this (J. McIntosh)
These feminist groups are expressing fear
that the Republicans would begin attacking their
agenda of abortion rights and affirmative action
programs that protect women from being discriminated
against.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
Depending on one's point of view, these
may or may not be worthy goals, but are they
Editor: F. J. Gallagher
really
serious enough to be considered "vioBusiness Manager: Jeffrey C. Leclerc
lence against women?"
City Editor: Kathleen Brennan
When a phrase is given too many meanings,
News Editor: Jason McIntosh
it loses its effectiveness. Take the term gentleman for example. In the past, it referred to a
Larry Rogers, Sports Editor
Chris Grimm,Production Manager
man who owned land and had a coat of arms. So
Kristen Andresen, Arts Editor
Christine M. Bigney, Ad Manager
it would not have been a contradiction to say
Joel Page, Photo Editor
Derek Hedstrom,IS Manager
that
a man was both a jerk and a gentleman.
Michael L. Lane, Opinion Editor
Anna Wetmore, Asst. Business Mgr.
M. Jon Rinaldi, Asst. City Editor
Carole Bombard, Ad Adviser
Doug Kneeland, Adviser

Thefirst56 days

The Maine Campus

Today, however, gentleman means nothing
more than a well-mannered individual with a
healthy sense of the chivalrous. The original
meaning has been lost.
If the feminist movement begins to expand
the term violence against women,it could lose
its real meaning and become nothing more
than a catch phrase. So in the future, we could
say that a woman being denied a job is an act
of violence, when it is nothing more, really,

"Or sexual harassment
being changed to
mean being asked out
on a date by someone
you really didn't want
to ask you out"
than simple discrimination.
It is an uncomfortable trend in this country
to use powerful words to convey a point that
may not be as urgent as the term suggests.
Examples such as homophobic are being used
to mean any disagreement whatsoever expressed towards the homosexual lifestyle. Or
sexual harassment being changed to mean being asked out on a date by someone you really
didn't want to ask you out.
In this day of political correctness and the
pervasive "let's not offend anybody" attitude,
language is becoming difficult enough. Let's
not make it any more complex by watering
down the meanings of powerful phrases.
If that isn't persuasive enough,think of that
battered housewife or girlfriend whose pain
and suffering is being turned into nothing more
than a political catch phrase by powerful women who aren't as much concerned with violence as they are with an agenda.
Peter Cook is a Senior Journalism major
and a staff writer at The Maine Campus.

Editorial Policy

The Maine Campus, a non-profit student publication, is printed at The Ellsworth
American, Ellsworth, Maine. Its offices are located at Suite 107,5743 Lord Hall,UMaine,
Orono, ME 04469-5743. Telephone numbers: Newsroom, 581-1269, 1270; Sports,
1268; Photo,3059; Production, 1267; City Editor, 1270; Editor, 1271; News Editor, 1275;
Business Manager(subscriptions/accounts), 1272; Advertising, 1273;Fax, 1274.All materials herein ©1995 The Maine Campus, unless otherwise noted. All rights reserved

The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among members
of the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words. Guest
columns should be approximately 600 words. Submissions must include full name, address and
phone number. Anonymous letters will not be published without a compelling reason. Submissions may be edited for length, taste and libel. Direct inquiries to Michael Lane at 581-3061.
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• Another View

Just another Earth Day

• Column

University policies in question
Katy Brennan
After many lengthy
discussions in a women's studies class about
a sexual assault that allegedly occurred on
campus over winter
break, one of The Maine
Campus' writers in the class brought the
incident to my attention.
I was appalled as he described the
incident to me. The writer said two women were in their dorm room when four
men allegedly entered the room and, to
put it bluntly, ganged raped the two women.
I had heard of such things before. I
have seen the after school specials,
watched the anti-sexual assault posters
being put up on the dorm hallway walls
and have attended the resident assistant's
information seminars while I was a firstyear student in the dorms. Yet with all
this information bombarded at me,I never thought people could actually be so
inhuman to gang rape.
Perhaps it was my faith in my fellow
man or maybe it was my ignorance, but I
didn't think this gruesome act would or
could be committed, especially at this
campus. I thought at an educational institution in the 1990s students would be
mature and intelligent enough to respect
others. After the alleged events of the
evening in question were described to
me (which I'll spare the readers from
describing),I realized this act could happen, even close to home.
The curious thing about the alleged
rape is that it was old news by the time
it hit the newsstands. A lot of people
had heard about it, and rumors were
flying. Students were asking why the
Campus had not done a story about it
yet. In the women's studies class, students actually knew (or had a good
idea) who the attackers or victims were.
Yet, no charges have been filed because these women are afraid for their
lives.

My point is that by declaring a formal Earth Day we have limited its efGet ready, it's that time of year fectiveness. We have contributing to the
again. Time to put on that groovy out- Bob Jones mentality. We've made Earth
fit you keep in the back of your closet Day a lot like Christmas — there's 364
for these special occasions. (You re- days of build up, you unwrap the gifts
member, the patchwork one you wore and the magic wears off within four
to Woodstock II and that "Save the days. Then you start looking forward to
Whales" protest.) It's time to look Christmas next year. Earth Day works
earthy, peaceful, and even saintly — the same way. People walk away from
It's Earth Day!
the celebrations with grand thoughts in
But heck, why confine all that good- their heads of covering their homes in
ness into just one day? Let's stretch the solar panels and bathing for only three
joy into a whole week! That's just what minutes a day. But these ideas quickly
we're doing at UMaine this year. A fade for a variety of reasons, the bigweek to pick up litter, return cans, eat gest one being the connivance factor.
vegetables, smile at your neighbor and Being earth conscious just is not conlove nature. The festivities last from venient for most.
12:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 18 until
The people who are truly earth conWednesday, April 26 at 3:30 p.m. With scious are that way everyday. I realize
such wittily named presentations as "Be- "Earth Day every day" has become a
yond Beef," I'm sure Earth Day will tired cliche, but it rings true. One day
draw a number of students and area res- of not littering or recycling does not
idents.
cut it. Yes it's nice and symbolistic to
But be honest, who believes a week declare our love and concern for Our
of presentations, movies and lectures will Mother, but it doesn't really help her
really solve anything? What makes peo- out much.
ple think that a week of earthiness will
Earthiness is no longer just hip —
make up for a earth of junk and pollut- it's also necessary. If we as a society
ants?
don't start doing something everyday,
I'll illustrate this hypocrisy with such as recycling paper or starting
an example. Notice how closely the compost heaps, then we are going to
whole scene parallels a religious ex- be in for a rude awakening. Nearly
perience.
everyone has heard the brutal rain for- • Letters
Bob Jones is an average man. He est statistics on television commerdrives to work every day in a 1971 Ford cials ("In the time it took you to watch We don't piggyback
To the Editor:
with a dragging muffler and leaking ra- this, six acres have been burnt
Several of us members of UMaine
diator. While at work he orders Chinese down...."), and we must realize once
Won't
Discriminate would like to refood in disposable Styrofoam containers our natural resources are gone, they're
spond
to
Joel Smith's April 10 letter,
and tosses his cigarettes out the window gone, end of story.
but
frankly,
he raised so many issues
on his commute home. Ahh, but alas,
We all just have to pitch in and do our
(and
eyebrows)
we don't know where to
here comes Earth Day, a day for Bob fair share. Everyone is taking up space
begin.
But
let's
start with ignorance.
Jones to repent — by picking up a few on this Earth, breathing the air and eatImplying
that
it is incumbent upon
pieces of litter and planting a tree, he is ing the vegetables, so it's time for each
the
social discriminavictims
gross
of
forgiven for his sins against nature. Bob of us to realize we must start giving
tion
oppressors out of
to
educate
their
can go back to work the next day with something back.
structures and
ignorance
theory,
that,
in
his muffler still dragging and his radiaGo to the week of Earth Day
attitudes and
oppressive
motivates
their
tor still leaking, but a smile on his face events. Absorb all the ways to pamway
of continuactions
another
is
just
— after all, he just helped nature out by per Our Mother. And put them to use.
ing
punishing
the victim,
the
abuse,
of
planting a tree. It's magical.
Everyday.
maintaining the political status quo.
Smith complains, we believe, of our
• Correction
group's invisibility on campus and apThe article "Group tackles outdoor issues" in the April 10 edition of The Maine
parent lack of a huge public relations
Campus should have stated that the conservation organization started at the College apparatus and budget yet never once
of the Atlantic maintains trails at the Somes-Meynell Wildlife Sanctuary on Mount has any member seen him attend a sinDesert Island.
gle meeting or ask a single question,

By Kathryn Ann Ritchie

Where is the support on campus for
these women? Why must they be afraid
to press charges? If as many people know
about the incident as I am led to believe,
why was the only information the Campus could receive from the university
was Public Safety saying,"This is under
active investigation."
The way the university has handled this rape is unforgivable. If you
were to look at the statistics, it would
seem there were virtually no sexual
crimes at UMaine. Everyone knows
this is false. So what does UMaine
do, it devotes one week to the subject of sexual abuse while at the same
time, trying to silence the information about this rape. Public Safety
said, "I really can't comment, and
the less that is said would be appreciated." Although I realize the university is trying to protect the victims, what about the women who
could become potential victims with
the attackers free to walk around campus with no punishment.
I'm sure the university will say they
have supported these women, but how
am I supposed to believe they have gotten adequate counseling when William
Kennedy, Director of Judicial Affairs,
hadn't heard of the incident until contacted by the Campus.
When I first started writing columns,
I told myself I would stay away from
any pro-feminist topic. The reason for
this is that I do not consider myself a
feminist, I merely think of myself as a
woman. As a woman and as a person, I
could not let this incident go with just
one story in the Campus with university
officials not willing to talk.
My reasoning for writing this column
was not to embarrass or victimize the
two women again, I simply wrote it to
try to convey to these women that although they are frightened, they will get
support from the campus community.
The intelligent students of UMaine will
not stand for this, even if university officials are willing to.

never mind contribute a dime toward
his own education about our core issue,
the upcoming referendum. So what are
we to piggyback him to the polls? Well,
sorry, but we're broke, we're operating
on a frayed shoestring, and we're trying to contain the immense damage
caused by 60,000 crazed petition signers and about a thousand years of bloody
prejudice with pennies squeezed from
coffee money. And we don't do piggybacks. On the upside, we think Smith's
bizarre comment about our refusing to
serve beer to minors at our fund-raisers, which ipso facto makes us just like
the bigots we're fighting, is sufficient
index of his penetrating political acumen for us to blow him off as Limbaugh-lunatic fringe on a venting jag.
Craig Sheerin
Member of UMaine Won't Discriminate

NY.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Patric Walker

The Toybox

By Lee Reardon
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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THE FUSCO BROTHERS
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by J.C. Duffy

For Monday, April 17
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You've kept your thoughts to yourself for
long enough. You're encouraged to make a
bid for whatever it is you expect from life.
You're endowed with the mental agility and
will to overcome all obstacles during the
months ahead.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You're on
the threshold of an exciting and stimulating
phase. True success can be assured only if you
summon up all your willpower and find the
energy to follow through with plans designed to
enrich your personal or professional life.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Whatever
frustrations beset you over the next few days,
refuse to be silenced or driven off course. One
particular situation isn't as straightforward as it
appears, and someone has been trying to smooth
things over or patch things up.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): A complex
planetary setup might cause you to wonder
whether life will ever be the same again. The
good news is that a positive aspect hails the start
of a period when you can concentrate on your
personal hopes. You simply have to wait your
turn.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): It's difficult
to know whether you're being handed the chance
of a lifetime or you've drawn the short straw.
Developments in the working pattern of your
life will be fast-moving and far-reaching. Keep
your eyes on the small print and your ear to the
ground.
LEO(July 23 - Aug.22): What you say can
either hurt or heal. You may well feel inclined
to speak softly and look kindly, even on those
who have been giving you a hard time. On no
account allow the lunar eclipse on the 15th to
give a small worry a big shadow.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Even though
the financial picture looks healthy you suspect
that what's given to you with one hand will be
taken away with the other. The simple way to
prevent a minor crisis from becoming a major
drama is to delay signing on the dotted line until
17th.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): A splendid
alliance means that a disagreement with a partner can be resolved. Take advantage of the opportunity to recharge your batteries before the
emphasis shifts to enforced changes which are
likely to take place on the domestic front.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov.21): Professionally and financially you should enjoy a period
ofsmooth sailing now that someone has stopped
rocking the boat. You're right to suspect that
whatever is now being offered to you will eventually have to be paid for. The question is, can
you afford the price?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): If
your life is going to improve you'll have to take
chances. Put your best foot forward and rebel
against routines, methods or schedules which do
nothing for your creativity. Attend to detail but
don't waste time on trifles.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): If you
suspect that your feelings have been misinterpreted, this is the perfect time to set the record
straight and make amends. There's no limit as
to what con be accomplished by turning the
complicated areas of your life.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Movements and exciting encounters are highlighted,
and you know you'll suffer from itchy feet until
you've taken the necessary steps to alter your
lifestyle. A chapter is coming to an end, and
you now have nothing to lose an everything to
gain by changing course.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Dealing in
finances or business matters have been something of an eye-opener. A chance remark or
encounter may provide a clue as to how to reverse an awkward situation. Allow someone
else to act on your behalf and you can salvage
something from your investments.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Patric Walker
Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

For Tuesday, April 18
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
complex planetary setup is likely to bring personal, professional and partnership problems
quickly to a head. What you're about to learn
must surely guarantee that you never allow yourself to be caught in a similar situation again.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): You probably feel like running for cover while planetary influences are creating such a commotion
in your private or professional life. It could
still turn out to'be a constructive period if you
stand back from conflicts and refuse to enter
the fray.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Tell partners and associates what you expect and how
things should be done in the future. You're
determined to be on the move,but first you must
have a clearer picture of what you're running
away from and what you're hoping to find.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): You've been
more than generous when friends or associates
have merwith misfortunes in the past. Unfortunately, you're unable to expect similar treatment in return. It should be obvious that true
peace of mind can't be achieved until you've
learned to stand alone.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Come to
terms with changes taking place and accept that
all you're doing is consolidating your position
by getting rid of what's outdated. Don't stand
accused of trying to prop up relationships which
have long since had their day.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): What transpires
work front should make it easier for you
the
on
to determine what rivals are hatching and then
set about refining and reorganizing your methods. You must trust your own intuition above
all else.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept. 22): Colleagues or
close companions are likely to kick up a fuss
over certain planes, but new contacts and associations are sure to replace those which have
proved too time-consuming and costly. You
may have to consider a major move or upheaval
in your lifestyle.
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct.22): A lunar eclipse
suggests you've been hoping that certain crisis
or conflicts will eventually go away. Now you
know you have to take personal or partnership
issues far more seriously if a permanent solution
is to be found.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov.21): Employers,
colleagues and close associates seem to be filling your head with doubt. What is about to
happen will take even you by surprise and, if
you can manage to remain flexible and uncommitted, you will eventually turn it to your own
advantage.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): You're
liable to feel you're walking through a minefield and many efforts to resolve a difficult situation can only backfire. You're about to discover an unlikely solution which stands every chance
of success as long as you allow nobody to talk
you out of it.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 - Jan. 19): It would
be foolish to expect your domestic life to run
like clockwork while Neptune is at odds with
both the Sun and Mercury. Any information
you receive may include some distortion of the
truth, and you would be wise to accept nothing
at face value.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Don't
expect others to come clean and account for
their strange behavior. The planets are casting a
shadow of doubt over relationships with those
people you see every day of your life. Let the
lunar eclipse on the 15th guide you toward a
new outlook.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): In spite of
upsets on the financial front, you must stick to
your guns and refuse to accept any half truths of
half measures. Important discoveries can be
made by listening to your inner voice. Don't
ignore what you hear.

Ivor

YOU'RE
MY FATHER.
I DON'T
HAVE A
FATHER.

WOK,I001V7
LIKE THE IDEA
ANY MORE THAN
YOU, KID..

UNFORTUNATELY THE DNA
TE5T RESULTS CONFIRM
SEE FOR YOURSELF

NO. THIS/SAN
ORPHANAGE.I
CAN'T PLAY
FAVORITES.

ir

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
NEVER MIND.

NEITHER CAN WE.1.113 60 I
BACK TO THE0J: 7RIAL

/7-5 TOO

YEAH,RIGHT
AND MY

HEARTBREAKING.

DUKE5
GOING 0,
OVER TO
TELLEITTL-E
EARL

I CAN'TBEAR

AND TNAT'5 WHEN
YOU 574RIE9
BARKING?

TO WATCH,„

MOTHER'S
DOGGY
PAR TON.

New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Backs out
8 Descendant of
Old Norse: Var.
is Ham it up
16 Medicinal plants
17 1970 Picasso
work, with "The"
18 Spectacles
19 Supermodel
Carol
20 Walked through
melted snow
22 Ratings org.
23 Invalid
25 Uninhabited
26 Cosmetics
brand
27 Three-time
Masters winner
29 Ballet's-- de
cheval

50 Sound of
disapproval
52 Galoot
53 Similar to an
apron top
55 Strengthen
57 Drooling
58 Most dreary
59 Moolah
60 Crosby's
parish?

30 Teems
31 Votary
33 Giotto

contemporary
34 Least likely to
bend
36 Butler of
literature
38 Numbskull
41 Reflective
42 Hackers'
machines,for
short
43 Pennies,
sometimes
45 Dick Francis
book "Dead
"
46 Matches
48 Figure skater
Thomas
49 Actress
O'Connor

15

16

17

18

27

•
36

33

32
35

52

51

50
54

48

47

46

45

55
1

57

58

59

60

40
44

43

42

41

53

39

38

37

49

14

30

34

I "Friends"
follower
2 1987 Isabel
Allende novel
3 Stung
4 Baseball card
stat.
5 Is a jet setter
6-- Militaire
(Napoleon's
alma mater)
7 Hussy
8 Encounters
9J. P. Marquand's
"The Late
"
George
10 "Alive" author
Piers Paul-11 Where brass is
made?: Abbr.
12 Persuade to
leave
13 Elizabeth's staff
94 Lamb
specialties
21 Kirk Douglas
role
24 Flickering
26 Struggle

13

22

29

28

12

26

25

24

11

21

20
19•
23

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

31

JAPE
SPED
ENDOW
OLAF
HOSE
VO I LA
H I LO
ALOT
ESSES
HAMOP ER ATOR
SEC
RON
JOD I E
A TONAII STRIDINGE
SHIED
OLD
LACEY
BALE
COULD
EINKS
HELEN
SAUTE
SEE
SYNAPSE
GENTRY
SEIZE
ELY
NBA
STOCKBROKER
ELDER
AONE
HINT
S I ENA
ROT I
INCA
SIREN
ATON
PEER

To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

3

DOWN

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Corrections

2

1

No.0218

56

Puzzle by Stephanie Spadaccini
50 Queen's
28 Down's partner 40 "Clair de lune"
domain
composer
30 Turkish official
51 The fruit dove is
41 Goes diving
32 Brand to dye
its official bird
42 Portrait sitters
for?
54 "Mighty --- a
Ring des 44 Glimpses
33
Rose"
Nibelungen"
46 Actor Theodore 58 Scandinavian
rug
47 Show derision
35 TV Guide
material
36 From Bonn or
Cologne
37 Highly qualified
for a job
39 Studio

1:_rsarlalAstrologyCorsu1tationsbylt1ephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Just Last Year ...

MAINE EDUCATION

SUPERL9Mr
Saved Maine College Students $2 million!

Cova)
A-Pcve"
SA veer)
,s

„,1

"19
$2 Million

17- $6 Million 1-°‘

(But they could have saved $6 million.)
Which group were you in?
Did you know that since July 1994, the Maine Education SuperLoan" program has saved Maine
students and parents over $2 million in future interest payments? If every Maine student had
gotten their Federal Student Loans through the SuperLoan" program,the savings would have been
$6 million!
What is Maine Education SuperLoarr? Its a special program just for Maine that can save you a
full 1% on your Federal student loans. With a Maine Education SuperLoan", you get the same
federally guaranteed Stafford and PLUS loans available nationwide ... but for 1% less. Why pay
more? Its the cheaper way to pay for college!
SuperLoan" savings are only available from Maine Education Services and our forty participating
lenders. So give us a call today, and put the savings back into your pocket.

314Is YEAR.GETA SUPERIPAN:
cm( 2oo.(422-- b35'2_
fEdun
ca oe
SCP12%,,xus

Available only through participating lenders.

PARTICIPATING
LENDER
i

tioa an
E \ hint!

S

The Cheaper Way
To Pay For
College

Look for the participating lender
seal at your local lender.
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SportsPage
am sports
Smith goes pro
College player of the year Joe Smith
decided to take the big money instead
of returning to a potentially outstanding Maryland team.
The All-America center announced
at a news conference that he plans to
make himself eligible for the 1995 NBA
draft.
The 6-foot-10 sophomore averaged 20.8 points, 10.4 rebounds and
2.9 blocks while helping Maryland
to a 26-8 record. He was AP Player
of the Year and Naismith College
Basketball Player of the Year.

odman hurting in return
Dennis Rodman returned to the San
Antonio Spurs and played about half
the second quarter against Sacramento
before abruptly leaving in pain just
seconds before halftime.
He came back in the game with 2:44
remaining in the third quarter.
Rodman had muscle spasms in his
right shoulder blade, a condition not
believed to be related to the separation
of his right shoulder during a March 19
motorcycle accident.
Rodman, who missed 14 games
since the accident, was removed
from the injured list before the
game. He has averaged 7.3 points
and a league-leading 17.4 rebounds
this season.

Sonics pound Warriors
Playing with a broken finger, Gary
Payton scored 24 points and Kendall
Gill, back after treatment for clinical
depression,capped a fourth-quarter run
that led Seattle over Golden State 11599 Saturday.
Detlef Schrempf added 23 points
as the SuperSonics won for the 1 1 th
time in 13 games. Seattle stayed in the
thick of a four-way race with San Antonio, Phoenix and Utah for the top
playoff seed in the Western Conference.
Payton, who broke his left ring
finger on Thursday night against Dallas, played in his 287th straight game.
Gill had not played since he returned to the Sonics on Tuesday,a week
after taking medical leave. He scored
10 points, and had a pair of baskets that
finished off a 15-2 burst in the final
period.
Sam Perkins had 16 points and
Shawn Kemp had 14 points and 13
rebounds for Seattle.
Donyell Marshall and Clifford
Rozier each scored 14 to lead Golden State.

Grantham quits
Charles Grantham resigned as executive director of the NBA Players Association, he announced jointly with
the union, citing irreconcilable differences over internal matters.
He was replaced immediately by
general counsel Simon Gourdine.
Grantham held the position since Sept.
19, 1988.

• Baseball sweeps double header
• Larry Roger's column
• Agassi back in familiar position

• Baseball

Pitching key to Black Bear sweep
By Larry Rogers Jr.
Sports Editor
"Home sweet home."
The UMaine baseball team finally got
the chance to play in front of their home
fans — all 235 of them — after playing 35
games away from Orono.
It may have been cold and windy Mahaney Diamond, yet it was still home for
the Black Bears.
Behind two strong starting pitching
performances from LeRoy Decker and
Steve Coombs, Maine walked away with
a pair of North Atlantic Conference wins
over the visiting University of Hartford
Hawks.
Coach John Winkin's Bears posted
impressive back-to-back shutouts over
the Hawks by scores of 2-0 and 3-0 in the
Saturday afternoon doubleheader. It was
the first time Maine has posted consecutive shutouts since 1991, when the Black
Bears downed Boston University 5-0 and
2-0.
In the opener, staff ace LeRoy Decker
spun a three-hitter and earned his first
career goose egg. The big rightie kept
the Hawks guessing all afternoon by
mixing up an assortment of off-speed
pitches.
"Today I was really focused and
throwing 'em in the strike zone," said
Decker, who ran his record this season to
2-4. "I was fortunate enough to have a
few strikeouts, and the team played really well behind me." He tied a career high
with eight strikeouts.
Maine scored the only run they would
need early, when Steve Puleo plated Shiro Ando with a double in the bottom of
the first. Ando led off the inning with a
pop-up to second baseman Dave Tober,
who dropped the ball.
Puleo had two hits and drove in two
runs in the game. He came into the series
as Maine's top hitter with a .371 average,
and improved that to .380 with three hits
in the twin bill.
Puleo, who is now hitting at a .500
clip over his last 18 games, put his recent
tear at the plate in perspective.
"I've just been trying to focus in on
the location of the pitches that I want to
hit," said Puleo,a senior catcher. "If I get
one I swing at it, if not I don't swing.

That's why I think I'm having the success I am right now."
Maine added another run in the third
when Puleo's hard single to leftfield
brought home T.J. Sheedy. Sheedy started the inning off by getting on base when
he was hit by a Frank Barresi pitch. He
then stole second and third base before
Puleo drove him in.
Decker did the rest of the work for
Maine. He displayed excellent control of
the strike zone and didn't walk a single
batter throughout the game. He said the
early lead gave him the cushion he needed.
"It was nice to score runs early,"
Decker said."The run in the first inning
with a big plus and gave me a lot of
confidence to pitch the whole game with
a lead."
Steve Coombs was equally impressive in the second game.
The junior righthander from King-

man, threw five innings of two-hit shutout ball before giving way to a solid
UMaine bullpen corps.
The big inning for Maine came in the
third, when the hosts sent three runners
across the plate.
After Hartford starter Dave Tober retired the first two batters in
the third, Maine ignited the twoout rally. Puleo drew a walk and
advanced to second when cleanup
hitter John Ellis was struck by a
pitch. Jeff Longo then hit a hard
grounder to third, but Kevin Russell's throw to first sailed high enabling Puleo to score from second
base.
Nick Caiazzo followed Longo with a
high shot to left-center that Hartford centerfielder Mike Guinan never saw. The
ball dropped in for a double,scoring Ellis
See BASEBALL on page 14

Maine's Rex Turner lays into pitch during Saturday's 2-0 win in Game 1 over
Hartford.(Geyerhahn photo.)

• Column

Palombo keeps public in suspense
By Larry Rogers Jr.
Sports Editor
"Should!stay or should
I go now?"— The Clash
This has got to be what
UMaine women's basketball coach Joanne Palombo-McCallie has been singing to herself over the past few days. Orono or
Long Beach? The Pyramid or the Alfond Arena? The NAC or the Big West? Six-figures or
five?
Some many questions flowing through her
mind. All we can do is wait until this afternoon
when the big question should be answered. The

29-year old head coach must tell officials at
Long Beach State what she is going to do by
noon today.
One of the brightest young minds in women's college hoops could be stolen away from
Orono, and she may bring our basketball goddess Cindy Blodgett with her.
On the surface, the deal looks great for
Palombo. A $110,000 per year salary, which
would representa$63,422raise over hercurrent
$46,578 salary at UMaine. A chance to move
to sunny California. A brand new 7,500 seat
arena to play in called The Pyramid. An annual
operating budget of$200,000 compared to the
current$79,000herprogram receives. A chance
for husband John McCallie, a part-time eco-

nomics professor at UMaine,to get a full-time
position at Long Beach State.
How could anyone turn down an opportunity like this?
Palombo may turn down the lucrative offer
for these reasons:
1. The Long Beach State has a higher
enrollmentthan UMaine,butonly around 2,000
students live on campus. School pride couldn't
possibly be anywhere near what it is here at
Maine. Attendance figures can further prove
this.
According to Long Beach State Athletic
Director Dave O'Brien, the Forty-Niners are
See COACH on page 15
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Box Scores 1

Box Scores 2

Game 1
Maine 2
Player
2B Ando
CF Sheedy
DH Bianchi
C Puleo
IB Longo
1B Jolliffe
LF Turner
3B Caiazzo
SS Croteau
RF Huff
Totals

AB
2
I
2
3
I
0
3
3
3
2
20

R
I
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

H
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
1
0
4

BI
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

Hartford 0
Player
3B Russell
2B Tober
Lf Bkupiak
DH Riccio
I B Snyder
RF Solesky
SS Ryan
C Edge
Guinan
Totals

AB
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
24

R
0
0
0
0

H
0
0
0
1

BI
0
0
0
0

o

1

o

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
I
3

o

E- Decker, Tober
DP- Caiazzo-Ando-Jolliffe
28- Puleo, Snyder
HRSB- Sheedy 2, Longo Ando, Croteau
SAC- Sheedy

0
0
0
0

Baseball

Game 2
Maine 3
Player
2B Ando
CF Sheedy
C Puleo
DH Ellis
1B Longo
1B Jolliffe
3B Caiazzo
LF Turner
SS Croteau
RF Huff
Totals

AB
3
3
2
2
3
0
3
2
2
2
22

R
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
3

H
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
3

BI
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2

Hartford 0
Player
3B Russell
P Tober
LF Bkupiak
1B Snyder
RF Wallace
SS Ryan
C Edge
CF Guinan
2B Shanley
PH Ricci°

AB
4
1
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
1

R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

H
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

BI
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E- Puleo, Russell 2
DP- Ando-Croteau
2B- Shanley, Caiazzo
HRSB- Tober
SAC-

Come Ride with Uo
Mountain

Road
Friday 5:00 PM

Monday 5:00 FM
3:50 PM

TWednesday

and Longo.
Coombs looked impressive, retiring
the first eight batters he faced. He threw
81 pitches over five innings, using a fastball, change-up and a sharp breaking
pitch.
"In the past I've struggled a little
with my curveball, but this year it's
been working well," said Coombs, who
improved to 3-0 on the year. "The offense did their job by putting three runs
up in the third and it was our (the pitchers') to make the three runs good
enough. I think all the pitchers threw
well by getting ahead in the count and
making them hit our pitch," Coombs
added.
The Black Bears improved to 8-6 in
the NAC and 14-23 overall, while Hartford slipped to 3-7 and 6-14.
Maine's defense turned in a few
gems late in the game which proved

E366-3525

key. With two men on and none out in
the top of the sixth inning, Brian Biskupiak lined a hard shot at second baseman Shiro Ando. Ando stabbed the
line drive for one out and then tossed
the ball to shortstop Keith Croteau
covering second base for the 4-to-6
double play.
Sophomore closer Garrett Quinn came
on in the seventh with two men on and two
outs. He struck out Kevin Russell to end
it, earning his league-leading fifth save.
Diamond Notes: Maine travels to
Central Connecticut today for a 3 p.m.
showdown. On Tuesday, the Bears will
play a 5:30 p.m. game with Husson College of Bangor. The game will be played
at the Mansfield Baseball Complex.
Quinn's five saves are the most by a
Black Bear since 1991, when Rob Higgins posted five.

• Tennis

Agassi claims No.1 spot
By Hal Bock
AP Sports Writer
Andre Agassi's push to the top began
last July at the Canadian Open when he
was stuck at No. 20, an imposing 4,061
points behind leader Pete Sampas.
Agassi won that tournament, touching off a sensational stretch during which
he won six more events in the next eight
months, including two Grand Slams —
the U.S. Open and Australian Open.
On Monday Agassi got the payoff,
moving past Sampras to claim the No.
1 ranking on the ATP computer for the
first time in his career. He becomes
just the 12th player in the 22-year history of men's computer rankings to
hold No.! and ends Sampras' 82-week
grip on the top spot. Sampras held it
for 101 of the last 104 weeks, his string

Orenduff
9 Fine St• Orono • Call for additional group rides

from page 13

ty of Maine System. Faculty senates at all seven
campuses had given him votes ofno confidence,
but university trustees supported him.
"He wascarrying outdecisions other people

CHINA GARDEN
Stressed Out?

interrupted only by Jim Courier for
three weeks from Aug. 23-Sept. 13,
1993..
During his march to the top, Agassi, 24,
had a 55-6 match record,including 26-2 this
season. He piled up points against the best
players in tennis, going 17-3 against opponents in the Top 10 since winning the Canadian.
Over the same period, Sampras, 23,
went 34-9 with three titles and two second-place finishes. He won the year-end
World Championship in Frankfurt, beating Agassi in the semifinals, and finished
the year with a Tour-high 10 titles.
The lead is a mere 187 points as
the rivals go to work this week in
separate tournaments — Agassi in
Tokyo and Sampras in Spain. Both
were well aware of the change at the
top and its significance.
from pagel
made,"said LareePerez,presidentofthe NMSU
Board of Regents.
The UMS Board of Trustees, in accepting
Orenduff's resignation,had initially offered him a
post in the UMaine's department of philosophy.
Michael Howard, chairman of the department, said Orenduff's decision to accept the
UNM post will not affect this year's class
schedule because he had not yet been assigned
any duties within the philosophy department.
"We had started thinking about it, but we
hadn't had any conversations with him (Orenduff)yet,"Howard said."It hadn't gotten to that
stage yet."

Come enjoy an exotic
Polynesian drink.

Happy Hour
We
Deliver

2pm - 5pm everyday
Delicous luncheon specials
end at 4pm.
Call 866-7344 or 866-5844
Maine State ID required

$1.00 OFF
any footlong Sub
Good with this coupon only
Not_gooci witWany fithvrtpecials

Mill Street, Orrmo
Deliveries Sun-Thurs 7pin - 1lpm

866-3550
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Palombo

15
from page 1

ed to make a decision by noon today.
Palombo, who guided the Black Bears
to a 24-6 finish this past season and a
berth in the NCAA Tournament, is currently making $48,578 per year at
UMaine with an operating budget of
$79,000. O'Brien said that the women's
basketball program at Long Beach State

will have an operating budget of
$200,000.
Palombo could not be reached for comment on Sunday.
Friday's Maine Campus quoted
UMaine Athletic Director Walt Abbott
as being prepared to "do everything we
can to make an attractive package to keep
her here."

• MLB

Locked Umps Fight Back
By Ben Walker

regular umpires could be back in place
for the start of the exhibition games," he
said. "From the umpires' standpoint, I
NEW YORK (AP) — Major league think they'd like to get in a couple of
umpires, locked out by owners because games before the regular season,but we're
ofa contract dispute,could picket spring- just in a wait-and-see situation."
training parks when exhibition games
Umpires staged a brief walkout in
start Thursday.
1991, and replacement umps called ev"It's a possibility. The discussion has ery game on opening day except one after
come up," Bob Opalka, an associate of owners and umpires worked out a fourumpires' union head Richie Phillips, said year contract early that morning.
Tuesday.
The start of the regular season was
The picketing, not yet approved by postponed about three weeks after the
the umpires' executive council, would be players' strike ended March 31. Umpires
informational and not intended to stop hoped that agreement would help spur a
people from entering stadiums.
settlement in their dispute, but they were
Exhibition games for the regular big rebuffed in talks with Kheel last week,
league players begin Thursday, and the and instead told that owners thought the
rescheduled opening day is set for April replacement umps had done a good job.
25. Picketing at regular-season games
Umpires originally asked for a 60 perremains a possibility if there's no settle- cent pay raise during a four-year period,
ment, Opalka said.
up from their base salaries ranging from
A collection of former major and mi- $60,000-$175,000. They also sought to
nor league umpires, along with college double their postseason pool, about
and high school umps, called exhibition $20,000 per umpire in many cases, begames held with replacement players ear- cause of the increase in games under the
lier this spring. A similar group of ex- expanded playoff format.
pros and amateurs would likely handle
Owners offered a yearly cost-of-livthe upcoming games; no active minor ing increase to match inflation, which
league umpires were asked to fill in.
was 2.7 percent last year. Umpires later
Phillips and management negotiator lowered their proposal to a 53 percent
Robert Kheel spoke Monday, but did not increase.
set a date for further negotiations. UmThe umpires' contract expired Dec.
pires have been locked out since Jan. 1, 31. They continued to get paid after the
and the sides have made little progress players struck on Aug. 12.
since then despite talks almost weekly.
"I don't know of anything that's
planned in the way of further negotiations before Thursday, at the earliest,"
Opalka said.
"At this point,I don't see any way the

AP Baseball Writer

Put AT&T on
your resume
before you graduate

Absolute
Soccer
Cid
Dyjak • proprietor

Show UMaine ID &
receive an additional
10% OFF all sale items.
we do only soccer and we do it good
lupplies • equipment • novelties• retail & team sales

100% HaRdCoRe SoCCer
22 N. Main St., Old Town, ME 04468
207/827-8201

Summer Jobs with Intensive
English Institute
Work with international students from Asia,
Former Soviet Union, and the Middle East.
We need Office Clerks, Activities
Coordinators, Residential Life counselor,
Peer Group Leaders, Public Speaking
Instructors and others. Summer work study
helpful. Enthusiastic, organized,
responsible people needed. Foreign
languages, especially Russian, an asset.
Excellent professional experience. Room &
board available for some positions. For
more information, call or visit: Intensive
English Institute
11 Fernald Hall
1-3821.

1995 FALL MARKETING
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
AT&T is seeking ambitious, sales-oriented
students to participate in our 7-day
on-campus marketing program selling
AT&T products & services. Hours are
flexible with top compensation &
bonuses. Must be available 1-2 weeks
prior to the start of classes. We need:

AT&T STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To be responsible for overall event implementation, daily management & training
of student group. Requires strong leadership ability. Prior management/salesrelated experience a plus. Must be
available to attend National Training on
August 2-4, 1995.

AT&T ASSISTANT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To manage a group of students on a
daily basis and assist with overall event
implementation. Sales/leadership expe:
rience a plus.

AT&T STUDENT REP/
CAMPUS GROUP
To act as our on-campus representatives. Must be outgoing and sales
oriented. To find out more about these
great opportunities, call 1 800 592-2121,
ext. 333. Or send resume to CDI,
AT&T Recruitment, 1500 Walnut Street,
19th fl., Philadelphia, PA 19102, or iax:
215 732-1840.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Coach
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lucky if 500 people show up to watch their recently started a family with the birth of a
women's basketballteam. We're talking about daughter, Madeline, born last August. Do they
a highly-successful team here — from 1981 to really wantto start afamily near Long Beach?It
1992the Forty-Niners made 11 straight trips to is very close to Los Angeles,and within minutes
theNCAATournament,postingan 18-11 record, of the dangerous LA suburb Compton. Not to
including two third-round appearances.
mention the constant threat ofan earthquake.
While Maine ranked 44th in attendance in
4. The most important reason of all, A
1993-1994,the Forty-Niners failed to crack the RETURNING NUCLEUS CAPABLE OF
top 85.
CRACKING THE TOP 20.
2. Not only does Long Beach State have
The Black Bears lose just three seniors to
trouble filling seats, their entire league does. graduation. With the return of potential AllLong Beach competesin the Big WestConfer- American Blodgett, a freshman, and sophoence which ranked 22nd out of33 conferences more stars Stacey Porrini and Trish Ripton,the
in '93-94 in attendance. The North Atlantic future looks bright Throw in veterans Steph
Conference ranked 17th in comparison, and Guidi,CatherineGallantand StaciaRustad,and
thatranking mostlikely improved over this past the future looks awesome!
season aided by Maine's home average of
Should she stay or go?
nearly 4,000 per session.
(Larry Rogers is ajuniorjournalism major
3. Palombo and her husband John have from Winterport, Maine.)

WINNING
STRATEGIES FOR
MAXIMIZING YOUR
INVESTMENTS
AND PROTECTING
YOUR ESTATE
A series ofworkshopsfor
University ofMaine
Faculty 6-Administration
RETIREMENT PLANNING:
"How to Turn Your Retirement
Years Into Golden Years"
Wednesday,April 12, 1995
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Memorial Union, North Lown
Brian will illustrate his 6-step process in preparing
university educators for a worry free retirement that will
maximize income and minimize taxes. If retirement is in
your near future - don't miss this workshop!

SUPPLEMENTAL
RETIREMENT
ANNUITIES (SRA's):
"How to Turn Yours Into a
Super Charged Retirement Annuity"
Friday, March 31, 1995
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Memorial Union, North Lown
This could be the investment vehicle you are looking
for to help you reduce your 1995 taxes and to give your
retirement planning a big boost. If you are disappointed
with your current SRA or considering contributing to an
SRA, you should plan to attend this informative
presentation.

ESTATE PLANNING:
"Protecting What You Have"
Monday, April 3, 1995
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Memorial Union, North Lown
Guest speaker Wayne Theriault, JD, is a leading
authority on estate planning. Learn how you can keep
more of what your have worked hard to accumulate. In
this workshop, Wayne will explain how you could
potentially save your estate hundreds of thousands of
dollars in taxes and probate fees.

Sponsored by:
Brian Bernatchez
Senior Vice President
Firstmark Corp.
• Specialist in retirement
planning for professionals in
higher education
• Editor &Publisher of
The Chronicle ofFinancial
Planning Newsletter

V Participants must
pre-register
V No registration fee
V Complimentary lunch
will be provided

Attend 1 or all 3 of these
educational workshops!
Call Gloria Blair-Chapman
to reserve your space today.

1-800-274-3476
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Peace
Studies, which is an introductory survey of
issues such as major approaches to world
peace, alternative security policies, the roots
of violence and nonviolent alternatives including conflict management and mediation.
The peace program is run with significant contributions from volunteer workers,

from page 4
whose helpful efforts to keep the program
and peace possible were applauded by Gaianguest.
She added,"Peace is a balance, something we never achieve but always strive
for. Peace Studies is a place of hope, hope
for the future."

Baldacci
what the students had to say."
The last stop on Baldacci's mini-tour, the
New England Plant Soil Water Lab, the only
one ofits kind in New England,has been slated
for axing by the federal government.
Much ofthe work done by the lab concerns
the relationship between farming and the envi-

from page 1
ronment and how those two concerns must
work together to create sustainable agriculture.
l3aldaccisaidhefelttheworkbeingdoneatthelab
was very important and should not be discontinued.
I'm going to wotk very haul to see that that
doesn'thappen,"Baldaccisaid,addingthatthelab"is
asimportantaresolute asBM/(Bath Iron Works)."

Classifieds
help wanted
Boothbay Harbor Waterfront Inn hiring
experienced wait, kitchen, house staff for
summer. L. Metzger Lawnmeer, 2245 N.
Beach Rd, Englewood,FL(813)475-7725.
CRUISESHIPS HIRING-Earn upto$2,000+/
month. World travel. Seasonal & full-time
positions. No exp necessary. For info. call 1206-634-0468 ext. C50675.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 billion in
private sector grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible regardless
of grades, income, or parent's income. Let
us help. Call Student Financial Services: 1800-263-6495 ext. F50673.
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS available in NY, PA, New England. Instructors needed: Tennis, Swimming
(WSI), Lacrosse, Baseball, Sailing,
Windsurfing, Waterskiing, Rollerb
lade Hockey, Archery, Ceramics,
Gymnastics, Ropes, Outdoors. 1800-443-6428
Bar Harbor: Bluenose Inn is looking for a
few good graduating Bears! Accepting
applications for front desk, restaurant
staff and grounds/maintanence positions.
MUST BE ABLE TO STAY THROUGH Oct.
31, 1995. Please call (207)288-3348 for
interview information.
Tennis Jobs-Summer boys and girls sports
camps in Mass. Looking for instructors with
good tennis background who can teach
children to play tennis. Good salary, room &
board, travel allowance. Men call: Camp
Winadu(800)494-6238,Women call: Camp
Danbee (800)392-3752.
Waterfront Jobs - Swimming/sailing/
waterskiing - prestigious boys and girls
summer sports camps in Massachusetts. High salary, room and board,
travel allowance. Men call: Camp
Winadu (800)494-6238, Women call:
Camp Danbee (800)392-3752.
Local newspaper needs
proofreeder two corect speling erors.
If interestid call 581-TYPO.
Jobs for next fall: Help the Captain
with getting up, eating, or going to bed
and w/schoolwork, driving, socializing
and anything fun etc. It is the easiest job
you'll ever have, and a lot of fun. $5.00/
hour. Call Bill Picard at 581-7170.
Tutors wanted for MAT 115, BUA
220 and 325 next fall. $5.00/hour.
Call Bill at 581-7170.

for sale
Car stereos, alarms, rem. starters sales/
installation. Rockford - Fosgate, Eclipse,
JVC, JBL. SoundShapers. 989-1889.

1987 Ford Escort. Must sell. A fantastic
car for $900 or BO. It runs great. Call
Hugo at 866-0466.
Europe $169 o/w Caribbean/Mexicc
$189 nt. If you can beat these prices
start your own damn airline! Air-Tech
Ltd.(212)219-7000, info@aerotech.corr
Macintosh for sale, includes printer
microsoft word, excel, games, and all
original docs. Call 827-7731.
Trek 830 speed w/acushi ft. 1 year old
- barely used - $250 obo. Call 866-3585.

for rent
Summer Sublet in Bangor: Onebedroom apt. in a beautiful old
Victorian, includes all utilities. Call F.J.
Gallagher at 581-1271 or 947-1624.
Country Living Townhouse Apts - 9m1
from campus 2br 1 1/2 bath, kit, Ir dr on
site, laundry, heat, hotwater incl. $600/
mo 1 yr. lease, sec. dep. 866-7798.
Now renting for fall and spring - 2-3
br apt price $475-$750. Call Kerr Olsen
941-9539. Everyday + 4 br house.
Orono Apts Showing & leasing apts for
next fall. Heat and Hot water ind. No pets. Ef
12-3-4 bed apt start at $200/mo. Also 1,2,4
bed apt in Old Town. CALL 827-7231.
Orono - Washburn Place $690/mo
Availabilities beginning mid-May. Luxury
two bedroom townhome. Includes
heat, water, & sewer. No pets. Sec.
dep. & lease required. Close to campus.
W/D hook up & private decks. Call 9456955.
Sublet small 1 br apartment. 1/2 mile
from campus. Pay rent and electric.
Neighbors all non-trad. 866-7313.
Old Town - Exc. cond., Ig lbr heat anc
hot water incl. $400/month + security
avail 5/1. 827-7002.
3 br townhouse apt. Avail. April 1.
Modern, clean. Close to university.
$675- everything incl. 827-6212.
3 bedroom aptfor summer. Available May
15 all utilities paid. Call for details. 947-4072.
Old Town - 3br 1st floor. Spacious & clean
- on bus route. $700 + sec. dep. - heated.
942-2314 ext 115 or eve 537-3555.
Old Town -3br spacious & clean - on bus
route. $450 + heat + elec. + sec. dep. req.
942-2314 ext 115 or eve 537-3555.
Milford 3br house- avail mid-may. 1
1/2 bath w/waterfront view. $500/mo
+ util. Call 827-2962.
One bedroom heat & hotwater
included downtown Orono. Available
April 1st. $285. 866-2518 or 866-3248.
Orono - one, two, three bedroom apts
available June 1st. Best landlords in
town. Good prices. 866-2518 or 8663248.

3 bdrm. house in Orono, 1 mile
from campus. Partly furnished, quiet
neighborhood. Avail. June 1. 2352389.
Orono Apartment - 2 to 3 bdrm
avail. May to Aug. Sublet or long-term.
Call 866-2516 or 941-9113.
Summer Sublet available in May
located in downtown Orono. $150 ht/
hw included. Call 866-2251.
Hubbard Farms - 2br townhouse heat
& hot water incl. Available mid-May. Cal
Jeff - 866-4180. Leave message.
Orono - townhouse 2br, 2 full baths,
basement for storage, heat & hot water
incl. $600/mo 866-4487 ask for Lou.
For rent in June: 3 & 4 br apts. Quiet
& chemical free for quiet & chemical
free tenants. No pets. 1/2 mi. from
UMaine. 866-3785.
1 br apt in quiet setting for rent.
$350/mo + elec. No pets. Avail. 5/1.
Refs & sec dep. required. 827-7017.
House in Milford, summer sublet
$132.50/month. Call Rod, Shawn, or
Josh at 827-6666.
Country Living Townhouse Apts 9mi. from campus. 2br, 1 11.2 bath, kit.,
Ir dr on site laundry heat, hotwater incl.
$600/mo. 1yr lease, sec dep. 866-7798.
Summer sublet - Ig 2br apt May-Aug.
$300/mo Hot water incl. Main St. in
Orono, LARGE porch. Call 866-2505.
Summer sublet in Orono. Nice, quiet
neighborhood. Asking $200/month +
utilities. Call 866-2046. Ask for Adam.
Summer sublet small 1br apt 1/2 mile
from campus. Pay rent & elec. Neighbors all non-trad. 866-7313,
2 nice 2br apts in Old Town, ample
parking, storage. One is large, $350,
you pay heat. The other is very large $475, I pay heat. 990-3576.

miscellaneous

personals
Jen, Sonny, & Annette - The Cancun
Banana Club wet t-shirt babes - I have
a present for u. Call (515)852-4511.
Need to lose a few pouds to fit in
that new summer swimsuit? We can
help with our Herbal Weight Loss
product. 1-800-450-5130.
For tutoring in English please call Pat
990-1494.
East/West Area Board....thanks for
all your support for Healthy Passions
Week. The Dinner and Dance you've
helped support are going to be
great!!! We couldn't have done it
without you. PEP
Hey ROC, you're the best! You
helped us make it happen. Your
support shows yur passion for
students at UMaine. Thanks for
everything!! -Your passionate
friends at PEP
IF YOU WON A T-SHIRT at one of
the Healthy Passions programs thi$
week...thank a member of The
Union Board Diversions...they
helped sponsor the shirts.. THANKS,
Union Board Diversions, you've
made a difference! - Passionately
yours, PEP
HEY PEs, U R 2 Cool for words..."I
can no other answer make, but thanks,
thanks, many thanks" - Will
Shakespeare. As always you shine like
stars, thanks for your hard work, your
pinch hitting and especially for your
passion. With deep appreciation,
SLC
Big Spender - We took the test, now
we just have to wait, relax, it'll be ok. Brown-Eyed Girl
Amy - You are a silly rabbit! - ME

lost & found
Free Financial Aid! Over $6 billion in
private sector grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible regardles
of grades, income, or parents income. Let
us help. Call Student Financial Services 1800-6495, ext. F50672.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy? We'l
help. Free pregnancy test. 942-1611.
Orono Thrift Shop - Wed 11-4, Sat
11-2. Take Pine St, (off Main St.) 2nd
right off Pine (Birch).
Start your own painting business with
no money... I made $11,000 a
summer....Detailed manual and illustrated
estimated guide $19.95. Send check or
money order to Reli, 831 Beacon St.
#9100-105, Newton Centre, MA 02159.
30 Day Money Back Guarantee.

Lost - 3 1/2" diskette last seen at
Union Cluster - labeled papers and such
- important info. Reward. 947-3798.
Found - 3 keys in front of Alumni Hall.
Call x8530.
Found - Setting for a ring without the
band. Call Women's health Services @
581-4182.
Found - Young black & white cat with
beaded necklace around neck. Call
Ryan at 581-6805.

roommates
Roommate wanted, male or female.
Basement bedroom, private entrance.
Pets ok. $250/mo plus 1/2 utilities.

To get your classified ad stop 107 Lord Hall, 19-Th 9am-5pm and F 9am-4pm
Cost is $1 per line. (One line equals 35 characters including all spaces and punctuation.)
Take advantage of our FREE lost & Found ad and our 3 lines 3 days for $3 special. Any questions? Call 581-1273.

